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Training for Ministry

Rightly Dividing God’s Word

Pastor Andy R. Kern, Dean of Academics
The human heart desperately needs a sense of
purpose, identity, and destiny. People mostly look
for these things in the wrong places. We travel down
pathways in life looking for answers and come
up empty and frustrated. Some have sought great
heights of success in the business world, climbing to
the top of the corporate ladder only to find loneliness.
Some have delved into academia and intellectualism
to find prestige and honor, but are still left with
unanswerable questions. Some have excelled in
athletics or other physical capabilities, but find that
time takes its toll and mortality catches up with us
all. The pain, disappointment, and frustration that
comes from a lack of fulfillment lead many to numb
themselves, turning to substances or other means to
soothe the insatiable longing of the heart. No matter
the path taken, the world cannot provide ultimate
meaning. Only Jesus Christ can give purpose to life,
providing us with an identity in Him and an eternal
destiny with Him. He alone can meet the needs of the
heart and bring true and lasting fulfillment to each
one’s life.
Berean Bible Institute
204 S. 7th Ave.
PO Box 735
West Bend, Wisconsin 53095

Nearly three thousand years ago King Solomon
sought meaning to life in the world around him,
drifting from God and leaving Him out of the picture.
Solomon’s vain search is the subject of the book of
Ecclesiastes. He learned that life without God is
empty.
I believe Solomon wrote Ecclesiastes toward the
end of his life, providing final words of wisdom to
pass down to subsequent generations. The book title
comes from the Greek word ecclesiastes, meaning
one who addresses an assembly. This was the
Septuagint’s translation of the Hebrew word qoheleth,
continued on page 3
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THE INSTITUTE UPDATE
Every Tuesday morning, the faculty and staff of
BBI meet in our conference room for devotions and
prayer. I must admit this is one of my favorite times
of the week because it gives us an opportunity to look
into God’s Word together, and pray for the requests
that are shared with the group. Recently, we were
discussing the subject of prayer and how every leader
or champion of faith in Scripture prayed. What is
oftentimes seen as the last resort to many has always
been an essential part of the life of the servant of God.
Champions of the faith like Moses, Abraham, Daniel,
Nehemiah, David, Paul, and last but not least the
Lord Jesus Christ, made prayer a priority.
With that in mind, I want to thank you for actively
praying and supporting Berean Bible Institute. When I
am given an opportunity to share about the ministry
of BBI at a church or conference, I almost always
leave the group with two requests. First, whenever
you think of BBI pray for BBI, and second, if you
believe in the mission of Berean Bible Institute which is
to “train pastors, missionaries, and Christian leaders
for the ministry of the Lord Jesus Christ and the
proclamation of the gospel of the grace of God given to
and through the Apostle Paul” consider supporting
us financially. I always place prayer first because
when we pray, God works in our hearts to carry out
His will. We know that those of you who support BBI
do so because the Lord has led you to partner with us
in the training of Pastors, Missionaries, and Christian
Leaders. We believe it is God who leads and directs
our lives to serve Him and step out in faith every day
to follow His lead. The task of training for ministry
is an important one and is carried out because God
works in the lives of His servants to see that the
ministry goes forward.

CONGRATULATIONS ARE IN ORDER
I would like to congratulate the following
students for recently completing their Certificate of
Dispensational Studies. Mr. Micah Kenney (OH), Dr.
Thomas Schwartz (OK), Pastor Dennis Kenepp (WI),
and Mr. Patrick Giesbrecht (Paraguay). We praise
the Lord for these men and their desire to be better
equipped to serve the Lord in their current ministries.
For many students, our certificate program is the first
step on their way to an associate or bachelor’s degree.
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APPLY DIRECTLY ON OUR WEBSITE
Those who are interested in taking courses at BBI
will now be able to enroll for courses online. Simply
go to bereanbibleinstitute.org/enroll and complete
the online enrollment. It is our hope to make this
process simple and easy to use for all who desire to
start their journey in preparing for ministry.

OPEN HOUSE AND INVITE
I want to take this opportunity to thank those who
participated in our April Open House. It was such a
blessing to have friends of BBI tour our new facility
and celebrate with us how God has provided. I also
want to thank the saints at Kettle Moraine Bible Church
who were able to attend the celebration. You may
recall KMBC was the previous owner of our building
and they were a blessing to work with throughout
the process of our move and purchase. It was nice to
have many of them see the changes that have been
made since the move. Looking back, we can see
God’s hands at work in meeting our needs for a new
building and place to call home. Please note that if
you are in the area and would like to come by and
tour our building, just give us a call. We would love
to see you.

COMING SOON! OUR FALL COURSE LINEUP
This Fall we are looking forward to a new set of
online virtual-instructor-led courses.
Fall Term 1: August 15th- October 6th
1001 Biblical Principles of Family Life*; 107 Personal Evangelism and Follow-up; 105 Basic Bible Doctrines I; 305 Practical Dispensational Theology III*;
301 Pastoral Ministry II; 1006 Women in Ministry II;
101 Dispensational Survey; 307 Missions and Church
Planting; 303 Bible Exposition V (Hebrews – Jude)
Fall Term 2: October 17th- December 8th
311 Christian Writing; 106,Basic Bible Doctrines II;
102 Apologetics; 319 Youth Ministry; 109 Dispensational Hermeneutics; 321 Cross-Cultural Studies
Please check the website for specific days and times
the courses are offered. *Denotes courses that run for
sixteen weeks. All other courses are eight weeks in length.
Serving together,
Dr. Robert E. Nix
President, Berean Bible Institute
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referring to a preacher or teacher, which is how the
author identified himself (Eccl. 1:1). The author was
“the son of David, king of Jerusalem” (Eccl. 1:1), and one
who “gained more wisdom than all who were before me in
Jerusalem” (Eccl. 1:16). Of course, Solomon was the
son of David who reigned after his father, and he was
blessed by God to possess wisdom beyond any other
person (1 Kings 3:12), except Christ Himself.
In Ecclesiastes, Solomon describes his intense
search for that which all souls seek, meaning and
satisfaction in life. He begins with the declaration,
“ ’Vanity of vanities,’ says the Preacher; ‘Vanity of vanities,
all is vanity’” (Eccl. 1:1). The word translated vanity
is the Hebrew word hebel, meaning vapor or empty.
The idea of vanity in this book is that of emptiness
or futility. A way to visualize this word is to picture
yourself trying to grab hold of the wind and then
finding your hands still empty. Solomon tried to
grab hold of meaning in the things of this earthly
life, without God, and kept coming up empty.
Unfortunately, Solomon did not learn this great life
lesson through his wisdom or his walk with God, but
by painful experience. He chose to explore different
pathways of life apart from God to see if purpose and
fulfillment could be found.
Solomon sought to answer the question, “What
profit has a man from all his labor in which he toils under
the sun?” (Eccl. 1:3). In other words, what is the point
of life? He searched for the meaning of life “under the
sun,” a phrase found repeatedly throughout the book.
This indicates that he limited his search to the things
of the world and left God out of the equation. He
searched for fulfillment in his earthly life and found
that nothing could satisfy the longing of his heart. In
this book Solomon explains with regret that he wasted
much of his life in empty pursuits, and as he does so
he warns the reader against living for the things of the
world.
Solomon began his vain quest by looking for
meaning in wisdom. As already mentioned, he
excelled above all others in wisdom. Perhaps he
thought he could answer the riddles of life if he could
attain enough knowledge. Often we think that if we
had the right knowledge or more wisdom, we would
know precisely what to do in certain situations, or
how to better solve life’s challenges. Yet, life remains
unpredictable. Wisdom and knowledge did not
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satisfy Solomon, as he says, “And I set my heart to know
wisdom and to know madness and folly. I perceived that
this also is grasping for the wind” (Eccl. 1:17).
Next, he turned toward a life of pleasure to
provide fulfillment. In his lofty position, being the
most blessed king of Israel’s past, Solomon could
experience virtually anything life offered. So, for a
time, he sought to soothe his heart with mirth and
wine, partaking of the finest things the world could
offer to bring meaning to his existence. Instead, he
again found only emptiness, as he stated, “I said in my
heart, ‘Come now, I will test you with mirth; therefore enjoy
pleasure’; but surely, this also was vanity” (Eccl. 2:1).
Solomon then ventured down the pathway of
worldly success and riches. He accomplished great
building projects, acquired servants and possessions
beyond his predecessors, and gained riches nearly
unimaginable (Eccl. 2:4-8). 1 Kings 10:14-15 tells us,
“The weight of gold that came to Solomon yearly was six
hundred and sixty-six talents of gold, besides that from
the traveling merchants, from the income of traders, from
all the kings of Arabia, and from the governors of the
country.” Six hundred and sixty-six talents equals
about twenty-five tons. At today’s value, that would
be nearly 1.5 billion dollars in gold, and apparently
that came in every year! Yet, as explained in 1 Kings
10:15, there was even more wealth flowing into his
treasury. Solomon certainly was the richest king of
his age (1 Kings 3:13), and some think him to be the
richest person in history. Still, his greatness and riches
did not satisfy his heart. The result of his quest for
meaning once again was met with disappointment.
It has been said that money cannot buy happiness,
and no one could test that theory more than Solomon.
People today are tempted to think that if they had more
money in order to afford a better home, or a better
vehicle, or the latest gadgets, they would somehow be
happier. That is a false promise. The heart that looks
for fulfillment in possessions or searches for security
in riches will not be satisfied. Solomon realized that
at his death both his kingdom and wealth would be
left it to his heir, and there was no guarantee it would
endure (Eccl. 2:17-19). Looking for purpose in wealth
and success only leads to emptiness.
Solomon continued his search for meaning “under
the sun.” From this worldly perspective he lamented
the seemingly endless cycle of time and the inescapable
continued on page 4
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reality of death (Eccl. 3:1-22). He recognized that
living for self only brings emptiness (Eccl. 4:1-16). He
knew that religious activity did not fill the heart (Eccl.
5:1-7). Again, he spoke of the inability of riches to
bring satisfaction to the heart (Eccl. 5:8-6:12). Nothing
in the world could provide that for which his heart
desperately longed!
Solomon shared the conventional wisdom of the
natural man “under the sun” in chapters seven through
eleven. In this portion of the book, he apparently
described a middle-of-the-road approach to life in
which one doesn’t stray too much in any one direction.
In chapters seven and eight he communicated that no
cause is worth too much investment, since all people
seemed to share the same fate, whether wise or foolish,
and whether righteous or wicked. In chapter nine he
pointed to the unpredictable nature of life and the
certainty of death. As Solomon came to this place in
his quest for meaning, we see here the inner musings
of a heart looking for some meaning to life apart
from God. The reasoning in these chapters seems
contradictory at times, and there is a pessimistic or
defeatist attitude present, but that is precisely what
characterizes a heart separated from God.
Solomon started with wisdom as his means to find
purpose in life and returned to that later. Perhaps
this pictures the person searching for meaning
apart from God as going in circles. Solomon praised
wisdom over folly, and gave several examples of how
wisdom is better, but still he reasoned from a worldly
perspective (Eccl. 9:13-11:8). It appears, he stated in
this portion of the book, that you are better off to be
wise rather than a fool, even though life is empty.
Again, this captures the thinking of one trying to
figure out life without God.
Toward the end of the presentation that all of life
“under the sun” is vanity, or emptiness, Solomon spoke
directly to the youth (Eccl. 11:9-12:8). He assumed
here the posture of an older man telling the younger
to listen up and take heed. He called for the young
to understand that living for self in one’s youth is
empty (Eccl. 11:9-10). Solomon warned the younger
people of his day not to make the same mistakes he
did. He called them instead to “Remember now your
Creator in the days of your youth” (Eccl. 12:1). He went
on to describe the realities of growing old, as days
become difficult, the body shuts down, and death
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eventually comes (Eccl. 12:2-7). Solomon’s message
was that time goes by so fast, serve God while you
can! Anything else is vanity (Eccl. 12:8).
At the end of the book Solomon gave the conclusion
of his long search for meaning in life. He wrote, “Let
us hear the conclusion of the whole matter: Fear God and
keep His commandments, For this is man’s all. For God will
bring every work into judgment, Including every secret
thing, Whether good or evil” (Eccl. 12:13-14). Living for
God, not the world, is man’s all.
Solomon captured three important truths here.
First, to find meaning in life, man is to fear, or
reverence, the God of heaven. This is the message of
Proverbs as well, where it says, “The fear of the Lord
is the beginning of knowledge, But fools despise wisdom
and instruction” (Prov. 1:7). Solomon had tried life
without God, perhaps because of disillusionment or
disappointment, but found only dead ends. When
one lives for God, everything takes on new meaning.
The second truth Solomon related is that man is to
obey God. For Israel in Solomon’s day, that meant to
keep the commandments delivered through Moses
and to walk with God according to the covenant of
God with Israel. For us today in the Body of Christ,
it means to walk faithfully with God, yielding to His
Word and walking after the Holy Spirit who indwells
each believer, according to the truth God has given in
the Dispensation of Grace.
The third truth is that God will judge mankind. No
one gets away with wickedness or evil forever. Jesus
Christ will judge Israel and the nations soon after His
second coming to earth (Matt. 24:36-25:46), and there
will be a final judgment of the lost at the Great White
Throne at the end of Christ’s millennial reign on the
earth (Rev. 20:11-15). Believers today will not take
part in any of these judgments. Members of the Body
of Christ will instead stand before the Judgement Seat
of Christ immediately after the Rapture of the Church.
Since we are already justified in Christ, this judgment
will determine whether we have faithfully lived for
the Lord, and rewards or loss of rewards will be the
outcome (see 1 Cor. 3:11-15).
The Book of Ecclesiastes is meant to unshackle us
from the illusion that we can find meaning in the
things of the world, or that our hearts will be satisfied
with anything other than a relationship with our
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Creator. We can still enjoy things in this life, but we
do so with different perspective and priorities. We do
not focus on that which is “under the sun” but on our
God and Father. The Apostle Paul calls us to find our
purpose, identity, and destiny in Jesus Christ alone.
He writes, “If then you were raised with Christ, seek those

things which are above, where Christ is, sitting at the right
hand of God. Set your mind on things above, not on things
on the earth. For you died, and your life is hidden with
Christ in God. When Christ who is our life appears, then
you also will appear with Him in glory” (Col. 3:1-4). To
look for meaning anywhere else is vanity.

For Our Learning

The overall focus of Psalm 69 is looking for God to
save Israel from her enemies, causing them to dwell
safely in Jerusalem (vv. 35-36). While it is important
to recognize Psalm 69 falls under the covenant made
with Israel (e.g., “God of Israel” in verse 6), there is not
much to rightly divide in the specific statement that
is quoted by Paul in Romans 15:3. The suffering of
Jesus Christ has led to the same redemption that we
possess as members of the Body of Christ.

Pastor Matthew Ritchey, Managing Editor
“For even Christ pleased not himself; but, as it is
written, The reproaches of them that reproached thee fell
on me. For whatsoever things were written aforetime were
written for our learning, that we through patience and
comfort of the scriptures might have hope” (Rom. 15:3-4).
The Berean Bible Institute is dedicated to teaching
our students to rightly divide the Scriptures. We
unashamedly teach with the understanding that Paul
is our unique apostle for this current Age of Grace.
We also recognize the harmony in knowing the
entire, inspired Word of God. Classes were created
to cover each of the sixty-six books of the Bible. We
believe Grace Believers should be well-rounded in
their understanding of the Bible. It is for this reason
that we introduce a new section for our BBI Bulletin
entitled “For Our Learning.” This section will take
a portion of Scripture, summarize it, give the direct
application, point out any contrasts with the Gospel
of Grace, and explain what we can learn from it.
We can, and should, learn from all of the Godbreathed holy writings. This is confirmed by Paul
in Romans 15:4: “For whatsoever things were written
aforetime were written for our learning, that we through
patience and comfort of the scriptures might have hope.”
This is stated after a quote in verse 3 from Psalm 69:9b
(“The reproaches of them that reproached thee fell on me”).
The Gospel of John, at least twice (2:17; 15:25),
quotes verses from Psalm 69 (vv. 4, 9) as being
fulfilled in Jesus Christ. From this we learn that
Psalm 69, while being a very real emotional response
to something the psalmist was experiencing, is a
prophecy of the rejection and suffering to which the
Messiah would be subjected, similar to the Suffering
Servant of Isaiah 53.
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The lesson we are expected to learn is clear because
Paul announces it in verse 2 and 3: We are not to live
to please ourselves but others, just like Jesus Christ
did not take on flesh to please Himself (cf. Phil. 2:4-5).
Instead of fanfare and acceptance, Christ was met with
reproach and rejection. Yet, He subjected Himself and
bore that reproach so that He could provide eternal
life for others (us). It speaks of the high calling we
have as believers in Christ. If Christ willingly left His
position in Heaven with the Father to take on flesh,
live among sinners, and bear the sins of others (the
world) on the cross, there is no length we shouldn’t be
willing to go to live for the benefit of others.
When we are met with opposition and rejection for
our faith in the Lord, we can remember the reproach
that Jesus was willing to bear for our benefit. This
should give us comfort and anticipation (Rom. 15:4)
knowing that we are in good company as we serve
the God of patience and consolation (vs. 5). The
exhortation here is to set yourself aside, be likeminded
together in service of the Lord, and glorify God with
one collective voice while receiving one another as
God for Christ’s sake has accepted us.

“Only one life,
‘twill soon be past,
Only what’s done
for Christ will last.”
5
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A Grace-Filled
Home
Pastor Justin Lynn, Director of Technology
and Institutional Advancement
What should a biblical, Christian home look
like? Let me re frame the question from a personal
perspective. As a husband and father, what do I want
my home to look like? What are the foundational
pillars that I desire to uphold my family through the
stresses and strains of life?
As a servant of God, committed to the ministry
and message of the Lord Jesus Christ according to the
Gospel of the Grace of God given to and through the
Apostle Paul, one hallmark theme quickly emerges
and surfaces to the position of supreme importance
and priority—grace. I want my home to be a gracefilled and grace-saturated environment where my own
heart, along with my wife and children, can flourish
according to the glorious “unsearchable riches” (Eph.
3:8) afforded us in Jesus Christ. What might that
look like? Paul shares three essential elements of a
grace-filled life that enable us to overflow blessings
to others within the context of all relationships, most
importantly within our homes.
In the first chapter of Colossians, Paul, as he so often
does, underscores the importance and uniqueness of
his calling and apostleship, stamped through and
through by the grace of God. He states, “I became a
minister according to the stewardship from God which was
given to me for you, to fulfill the Word of God” (Col. 1:25).
The message given to Paul by Christ was unique
and revelatory, a “mystery…hidden from ages and from
generations” (Col. 1:26). However, God’s silence on
the matter was broken as He dispensed His glorious
plan through Paul, who not only boldly proclaimed
it through preaching and teaching but recorded it in
written form, fulfilling or bringing the Word of God
to its perfected completion (Col. 1:25; Eph. 3:8-12).
For God’s children, the Word of God is the essential,
foundational source to “be filled with the knowledge of
His will” (Col. 1:9) so that we may, indeed, grow in the
grace of God and “walk worthy of the Lord…increasing
in the knowledge of God” (Col. 1:10).
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A grace-filled home then must first be a Wordrooted home. Second Timothy 3:16-17 highlights the
transformative power of God’s Word. It establishes
doctrinal truth. It convicts us of our sin, correcting
and instructing us in the path of holiness. God equips
and matures every believer by means of Scripture.
As a husband and father, one practical way I can live
according to this paradigm is by leading my family in
consistent, intentional worship through the reading
and teaching of God’s Word. It doesn’t have to be
fancy or even formal but it must be heartfelt, honest,
and humble. What a powerful testimony and impact
when our spouses and children get a front-row seat
to the transforming power of God’s Word on living
display in our lives (2 Tim. 3:14-15)!
Second, a grace-filled home must be Christ-exalting.
With the importance of the written Word of God
clearly established, we must further recognize that
God has inspired it to always point to the incarnate,
living Word of God – Jesus Christ (John 1:1, 14; Eph.
4:21). Paul established the perfect primacy of the
Word for the Colossian saints for one purpose and
aim: “to make known what are the riches of the glory of this
mystery…which is Christ in you, the hope of glory” (Col.
1:27). Everything Paul did was toward the end of
magnifying and glorifying the Lord Jesus Christ (Phil.
3:8-14). Christ alone is the source of our salvation
(1 Thess. 5:10), spiritual blessing (Eph. 1:3-14), and our
life (Col. 3:4; 1 Thess. 5:11; 2 Tim. 1:10). At the heart
of Paul’s preaching was Jesus Christ, “Him we preach”
(Col. 1:28). Paul never preached a what (meaning a
mere thing or idea); he preached a Who, the living,
resurrected and glorified Jesus Christ. Likewise, a
godly home will diligently and faithfully point every
heart within its walls to the ultimate source of life,
joy, peace and grace—Jesus Christ—in every area and
facet of life (Col. 1:28).
Finally, Paul offers a third, balancing truth in
the pursuit of a grace-filled home; it must be Spiritdependent. The apostle of grace was certainly on a
mission, indeed, even laboring and “striving” after
one (Col. 1:29). The original language behind the
word striving provides the root and basis for our
modern word “agonize” where it doesn’t fixate on
anguish and worry but rather highlights the presence
of struggle, engagement, and contending in intense
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warfare. Paul deeply engaged in battle for the hearts
of all he encountered to be presented “perfect in Christ
Jesus” (Col. 1:28), yet it was not done in solitude or
self-willed effort. Paul’s striving was “according to
His working.” The Spirit of God alone empowered
Paul, working in him “mightily.”
When we are passionate about something, our
excitement can all too easily overshadow and take over
control. The temptation to “take over” in our flesh is
highly common to mankind (Gal. 3:3), particularly in
the realm of godly living. Paul concludes, however,
that it is the Spirit of God by which we live and walk
(Gal. 5:25). Grace, by its very definition, necessitates
the working of God on behalf of man with man as
the recipient (Eph. 2:8-9). The grace-filled life flows
from a humble walk of faith as we respond to God’s
revelation and Christ’s riches. We must look to God’s
strength and empowerment every step along the way.
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The burdens and challenges of family life are
inexhaustible. While the complexities and contexts
of each home vary widely, the Apostle Paul offers
immoveable hope and assurance that God’s grace
can reign freely in every circumstance. In Colossians
chapter 1, he offers a three-pronged anchor for every
family. God desires for our homes to be rooted and
grounded in His Word. He seeks for Jesus Christ
to be first and foremost, pre-eminent in every heart
and life. Finally, He provides unlimited resources
and empowerment for us through our dependency
upon the Holy Spirit. Dear reader, my greatest
prayer for you and your family echoes the heart of
the Apostle Paul: may Christ “dwell in your hearts
through faith; that you, being rooted and grounded in
love, may…know the love of Christ” (Eph. 3:17-19). I
am praying that your heart and home may be filled
by His grace.
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